
Focus on good quality and qualified service 
at fair prices 

Our main motto is that we should always be able to stand by the work we do – ensuring 

satisfaction for both parties. This has been our approach since our inception in 1989. 

Therefore, we take responsibility for EVERYTHING we undertake, and you are always 

welcome to contact us directly with any questions. 

Supplier of Danish-produced quality furniture 

DC Office Furniture A/S is a distributor of various quality product brands, and a significant 

portion of our deliveries includes custom-designed furniture. It is essential to understand 

all the strengths of the partners we collaborate with. We take pride in translating our 

customers' needs into tangible actions and, ultimately, into a finished and unique product. 

All types of tasks for private and public companies are handled – including custom sizes 

Our staff has extensive experience in the industry, and everyone in the company is 

conscious that the customer should have a positive experience throughout the process – 

from analyzing the customer's needs to delivery and finally, a correct invoice. We handle all 

tasks – even if you require furniture in custom sizes. 

This approach has proven to be a successful strategy, resulting in a healthy and loyal 

customer base, many of whom come through recommendations. Our customers comprise 

an equal mix of both public institutions and private companies. Many customers have been 

in collaboration with us for 15-20 years. 

Always friendly installers who quickly deliver and assemble your furniture 

Delivery and assembly are natural parts of our service, which we prioritize. A 700 m2 

warehouse/assembly facility handles this task. Our installers are fully aware that they are 

incredibly important, not only as good colleagues but also as ambassadors for DC Office 

Furniture. The last person who physically hands over the furniture to you as a customer is 

precisely our installer. We know that if we provide our installers with proper conditions, the 

right tools, and realistic time to complete the task, everything will be done punctually and 

with a smile. This adds value to our furniture solutions that cannot be bought with money. 

We are capable of delivering throughout Denmark and within a short period 



We don't just deliver office furniture in Copenhagen; we also fulfill our customers' needs 

for office furniture throughout Denmark. With many products in stock, we can often 

provide a solution within a few days. Contact us for a non-binding meeting, quote, or 

anything else. We are, of course, also helpful with carrying your furniture inside and getting 

it assembled so that it can be used immediately. Read more about services and prices 

under delivery and assembly. 

At DC Office Furniture, everyone is welcome 

We sell furniture to both business entities, public clients, and private customers. 

If you, as a private customer, have struggled to find a dining table in a specific size, this is 

precisely the area in which we specialize within the furniture industry. We can offer many 

exciting solutions that you might not find at places like Ilva, Ide Møbler, BoConcept, and 

more. Similarly, we also have many different types of dining chairs or barstools in our large 

showroom. We know about furniture, so you get the right advice. 

We have one of Copenhagen's largest showrooms for office furniture. 400 m2 is at your 

disposal – just come in. We frequently change our furniture, so you can always find new 

and exciting inspiration. Call ahead and book a time to ensure you meet an experienced 

consultant. 


